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ABSTRACT

Anthropogenic aerosols comprise optically scattering and absorbing particles, with the principal concentra-

tions being in the Northern Hemisphere, yielding negative and positive global mean radiative forcings,

respectively. Aerosols also influence cloud albedo, yielding additional negative radiative forcings. Climate re-

sponses to a comprehensive set of isolated aerosol forcing simulations are investigated in a coupled atmosphere–

ocean framework, forced by preindustrial to present-day aerosol-induced radiative perturbations. Atmospheric

and oceanic climate responses (including precipitation, atmospheric circulation, atmospheric and oceanic heat

transport, sea surface temperature, and salinity) to negative and positive particulate forcings are consistently

anticorrelated. The striking effects include distinct patterns of changes north and south of the equator that are

governed by the sign of the aerosol forcing and its initiation of an interhemispheric forcing asymmetry. The

presence of opposing signs of the forcings between the aerosol scatterers and absorbers, and the resulting

contrast in climate responses, thus dilutes the individual effects of aerosol types on influencing global and

regional climate conditions. The aerosol-induced changes in the variables also have a distinct fingerprint when

compared to the responses of the more globally uniform and interhemispherically symmetric well-mixed

greenhouse gas forcing. The significance of employing a full ocean model is demonstrated in this study by the

ability to partition how individual aerosols influence atmospheric and oceanic conditions separately.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric concentrations of aerosols have risen

considerably since the Industrial Revolution in the mid-

nineteenth century resulting from a myriad of human

activities mainly in the Northern Hemisphere (NH)

(Solomon et al. 2007). In contrast to the primary absorp-

tion and emission of longwave radiation by greenhouse

gases, aerosols mainly scatter and absorb shortwave

(solar) radiation depending on the composition of the

particle. This divergence in aerosol optical behavior,

when considering the species individually, yields oppo-

site signs of radiative forcing perturbations on the

climate (e.g., Hansen et al. 1998; Forster et al. 2007;Ocko

et al. 2012). Furthermore, because the majority of emis-

sion sources reside in the NH and aerosols have a short

atmospheric lifetime (several days) before they are re-

moved by dry or wet deposition, the uneven horizontal

distributions of anthropogenic aerosols give rise to in-

terhemispherically asymmetrical forcings.

Climate responses to aerosol radiative forcings have

been studied using global climate models, although almost

all studies either present responses to the net aerosol

forcing (e.g., Feichter et al. 2004; Ming and Ramaswamy

2009; Bollasina et al. 2011; Friedman et al. 2013) or do not

include both scattering and absorbing aerosol forcing

agents (e.g., Taylor and Penner 1994; Wang 2004; Chung

and Seinfeld 2005; Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008;

Ming et al. 2010; Frieler et al. 2011; Hwang et al. 2013;

Mahajan et al. 2013). Those studies that do isolate aerosol

species primarily focus on temperature and precipitation

responses (e.g., Takemura et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2007;

Andrews et al. 2010). Studies show that the temperature
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change induced by anthropogenic aerosol emissions is

more pronounced in the NH than in the Southern Hemi-

sphere (SH), but the peak forcing and temperature

anomalies are not spatially correlated (Shindell et al.

2010). Studies have also found that aerosols decrease

precipitation rates in the global mean, increase atmo-

spheric stability, perturb tropical circulation, and have

strong regional effects (e.g., Ramanathan et al. 2001;Wang

2004; Chung and Seinfeld 2005; Ming et al. 2010). Few

studies have compared how positive and negative aerosol

radiative forcings, and their interhemispheric asymmetry,

affect key circulation variables [e.g., Yoshimori and

Broccoli (2008), who examined streamfunction responses

to a suite of isolated positive and negative forcings].

Further, to our knowledge, no earlier study has par-

titioned and discussed the atmospheric and oceanic re-

sponses due to aerosol perturbations using a full ocean

model and analyzing on a global scale. While a signifi-

cant majority of studies analyzing climate responses to

aerosols use a slab ocean, recent studies are shifting

toward employing a full ocean (e.g., Meehl et al. 2008;

Ackerley et al. 2011; Bollasina et al. 2011; Rotstayn et al.

2012). However, these studies focus on regional, not

global, effects, and few focus on the separate effects

from individual scattering and absorbing aerosols.

In this study, we investigate global atmospheric, oce-

anic, and surface responses to individual aerosol forcing

configurations, highlighting the mechanisms induced by

positive and negative aerosol forcings. We use a coupled

global climate model with a full ocean, in contrast to the

majority of the earlier studies that employed a mixed-

layer ocean in part to be computationally less expensive.

We analyze global and zonal mean changes in several

key climate variables (surface air temperature, precip-

itation, specific humidity, vertical velocity, atmospheric

circulation, poleward heat transport, sea surface temper-

ature, and salinity) between the preindustrial period and

the present day. In doing so, we aim to understand how

strong anthropogenic asymmetrical positive and negative

aerosol radiative forcings contribute to climate changes in

their intrinsic ways, and how they compare with one an-

other. In addition,we compare the aerosol-induced effects

with those due to well-mixed greenhouse gases. Earlier

studies that explore similar responses by employing

a mixed-layer ocean version of the coupled climate model

used here (e.g., Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008; Ming and

Ramaswamy 2011) are valuable for highlighting the im-

portance of considering a full ocean model.

2. Model and experimental design

We employ the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory (GFDL) coupled global climate model, ver-

sion 2.1 (CM2.1), to evaluate changes in climate variables

from 1861–80 (preindustrial) to 1981–2000 (present day)

in the context of isolated forcings relevant for the aerosol

species and the well-mixed greenhouse gases [referred to

in this study as long-lived greenhouse gases (LLGHGs)].

CM2.1 contains reasonable aerosol distributions com-

pared to observations and a notably successful re-

production of twentieth-century temperatures (Ginoux

et al. 2006; Delworth et al. 2006; Knutson et al. 2006).

CM2.1 is evaluated as one of the most successful climate

models in phase 3 of the CoupledModel Intercomparison

Project (CMIP3) by the climate metric examination in

Reichler and Kim (2008). Comparisons of the standard

all-forcing results of surface temperature changes with

observations are discussed in Knutson et al. (2006).

The model couples four components—atmosphere,

land, ocean, and sea ice. A full description of the model is

found in Delworth et al. (2006). The atmospheric com-

ponent has a horizontal resolution of 28 (latitude) by 2.58

(longitude), with 24 vertical levels. The land component

has the same horizontal resolution as the atmosphere.

The ocean resolution is 18 by 18, with finer meridional

resolution equatorward of 308, and 50 vertical levels. The

sea ice component contains three vertical levels, one as

snow and two as ice (Hunke and Dukowicz 1997; Winton

2000). There are three thickness categories for the layers.

The ocean and sea ice models contain a tripolar grid with

poles over North America, Eurasia, and Antarctica to

avoid polar filtering in the Arctic. Initial conditions for

the model are outlined in Stouffer et al. (2004) and con-

tain amulticentury spinup prior to themodel start time at

1861. The four model components interact via flux ex-

changes every 2h, using a flux coupler module.

Aerosol emissions are based on several inventories

used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4; Olivier et al.

1996; Cooke et al. 1999; van Aardenne et al. 2001);

specific details and assumptions are outlined in Horowitz

(2006). Atmospheric distributions of aerosols are sim-

ulated offline using a chemistry transport model, the

Model forOzone andRelated Chemical Tracers, version

2 (MOZART-2; Tie et al. 2005; Horowitz 2006); aerosol

concentrations in the atmosphere are governed by emis-

sions, chemical transformations, transport (advection,

diffusion, and convection), and wet and dry deposition.

Aerosol three-dimensional concentration fields are then

fed into CM2.1 as input.

CM2.1 calculates the aerosol optical and radiative

properties online. Aerosol optical properties are derived

fromMie theory (Haywood andRamaswamy 1998), and

sulfate particles grow hygroscopically as ammonium sul-

fate (Tang and Munkelwitz 1994). Atmospheric radiation
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calculations use the shortwave radiation algorithm of

Freidenreich and Ramaswamy (1999) and longwave

radiation algorithm of Schwarzkopf and Ramaswamy

(1999). Specific details of modifications to these short-

wave and longwave algorithms to enhance computa-

tional efficiency are described in Anderson et al. (2004).

For the individual aerosol simulations, aerosols are ex-

ternally mixed and comprised of the direct (and, im-

plicitly, semidirect) effects. We also consider the aerosol

first indirect effect (cloud–albedo effect) by adopting a

cloud brightening algorithm (Ming et al. 2005) to rep-

resent the cloud albedo increase effect caused by pol-

lution aerosols (e.g., Forster et al. 2007). We do not

include black carbon deposition on snow and ice.

We employ CM2.1 to assess changes in key climate

variables from 1861–80 [preindustrial (PI)] to 1981–2000

[present day (PD)] for the individual forcing cases de-

scribed below and in Table 1, which includes aerosol

species and LLGHGs and the evolution of their re-

spective three-dimensional distributions with time. For

each forcing case, the model is integrated for 140 years

to obtain the corresponding climate response from PI to

PD. A suite of eight forcing cases, characterized by the

space–time evolution of the forcing agent, is employed

in the model (Table 1), with the resulting model in-

tegrations enabling a platform to separate and evaluate

the desired responses.

Forcing experiments comprise a standard all-forcing case

(AF) [LLGHGs 1 stratospheric ozone 1 tropospheric

ozone 1 aerosol direct radiative forcing (DRF) 1 land

surface 1 volcanic 1 solar, and without the indirect

effect from aerosols]; LLGHG-only; and several differ-

ent anthropogenic aerosol configurations as explained

below. All integrations (except one, as described below)

consist of three ensemble members, each starting from

different initial conditions of the coupled system (Stouffer

et al. 2004).We note that, in theAF case, the land surface

radiative forcing is 20.04Wm22 and solar radiative

forcing is 0.3Wm22 (Knutson et al. 2006). TheAF forcing,

which includes the LLGHG forcing, is approximately

similar to the IPCC estimate (Solomon et al. 2007); how-

ever, some of the minor forcing contributors there are not

considered here.

The anthropogenic aerosol scenarios comprise several

forcings obtained by considering them explicitly in

a preindustrial to present-day integration. These are all-

aerosol DRF (AER) (sulfate 1 black carbon 1 organic

carbon); sulfate DRF (SUL) (in terms of anthropogenic

tropospheric emissions only and does not include vol-

canic sources); black carbon DRF (BC) (which implic-

itly includes the ‘‘semi-direct’’ effect; Solomon et al.

2007); and organic carbon DRF (OC). All global mean

forcing estimates can be found in Table 2.

Sulfate, black carbon, and organic carbon top-of-

the-atmosphere (TOA) DRFs and surface forcings are

described in detail in Ocko et al. (2012); forcings are cal-

culated using the standard IPCC definition in Solomon

et al. (2007), as the instantaneous change in the net radi-

ative flux at the tropopause between preindustrial

and present-day aerosol concentrations with suppressed

climate responses. Forcings account for simulated meteo-

rological conditions, sulfate hygroscopicity (as ammonium

TABLE 1. Description and acronym of the experiments simulated with CM2.1 for the anthropogenic climate forcing from PI to PD. One

case (AIE) is derived from other integrations as indicated.

Experiment Description Acronym

All-forcing Standard all-forcing run including anthropogenic (long-lived greenhouse

gases, stratospheric ozone, tropospheric ozone, aerosol direct radiative

forcings, and land surface), and natural (volcano and solar) forcings.

AF

Long-lived greenhouse

gases

Only anthropogenic long-lived greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane,

nitrous oxide, and halocarbons) are allowed to evolve over time.

LLGHG

Aerosol direct radiative

forcing

Only the anthropogenic aerosol direct radiative forcings by anthropogenic

sulfate, black carbon, and organic carbon are allowed to evolve

over time.

AER

Sulfate Only anthropogenic sulfate is allowed to evolve over time. SUL

Black carbon Only anthropogenic black carbon is allowed to evolve over time. BC

Organic carbon Only anthropogenic organic carbon is allowed to evolve over time. OC

Low black carbon Same as BC, except all black carbon above 750mb (;18 km) is moved

to 950mb (;3.5 km).

BCL

All-forcing and aerosol

indirect radiative

forcing

Same as AF, except with aerosol indirect radiative forcings from cloud

brightening.

AF_AIE

Aerosol indirect

radiative forcing*

Residual responses from (AF_AIE) 2 (AF) to isolate aerosol

indirect effects.

AIE

*Response scenario derived using a combination of integrations; these are not results from direct simulations with CM2.1.
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sulfate), and external mixtures. For aerosol cases, this is

virtually similar to the stratosphere-adjusted forcing

result. Sulfate and black carbon represent the strongest

scattering and absorbing anthropogenic aerosol species,

respectively (CM2.1 TOA DRFs—SUL: 21.12Wm22

and BC:10.86Wm22—are within the realm of previous

estimates, but lie at the higher end of estimates in the

literature). The net aerosol DRF is approximately sim-

ilar to that reported in the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC; Solomon et al. 2007) although

the component values there and in the present case differ.

To assess the sensitivity of black carbon forcings to the

vertical distribution, which is still poorly constrained

(Koch et al. 2009), we simulate a case in which high-

elevation black carbon concentrations are moved to

a lower level in the atmosphere [i.e., ‘‘low’’ black carbon

(BCL)], which, as we discuss later, yields an interesting

contrast in the changes to precipitation. For similar

distributions of black carbon but different concentra-

tions, it has been shown that temperature and precip-

itation responses scale linearly (Mahajan et al. 2013).

An alternate all-forcing case included is the aerosol

indirect effect (AIE) due to cloud brightening from

sulfate serving as cloud condensation nuclei, integrated

together with the AF, to yield a case (AF_AIE) that

incorporates the so-called cloud albedo effects (Ming

et al. 2005). This effect does not include other aerosol–

cloud interactions, such as the aerosol effect on cloud

lifetime (i.e., the second indirect effect). This alternate

all-forcing case contains two ensemble members. To

isolate the aerosol indirect effect mentioned above, AF

is subtracted fromAF_AIE neglecting any nonlinearities

in the subtractions. The subtraction can be justified on

two grounds. First, most of the nonlinearity comes from

the high latitudes (Ming and Ramaswamy 2009). Non-

linearity does not apply as much for the tropical regions,

and this is the region investigated the most in our study.

Second, the lack of large temperature changes over

the Southern Ocean, a characteristic of transient climate

response, has the effect of suppressing nonlinearity at the

SH high latitudes. The fact that the spatial pattern of the

derived indirect forcing case resembles that of the sulfate

case adds to our confidence in the validity of the sub-

traction method. This also provides a platform for ex-

amining a case of a strongly asymmetric negative aerosol

forcing that is primarily located in the NH.

Climate responses are averaged over 1861–80 to rep-

resent PI climate, and over 1981–2000 to represent PD

climate. The changes in key thermal and hydrological

climate variables are tested for statistical significance

using a Student’s t test, accounting for temporal auto-

correlation (Santer et al. 2000). The results are shown

only for the global mean responses in Table 2, although

the Student’s t test was employed for the zonal mean

responses as well; the majority of latitudinal bands had

statistically significant climate responses for the stron-

gest forcing cases (BC, SUL, LLGHGs, and AIE).

3. Results

We investigate how the isolated forcing scenarios in-

fluence the following climate variables: surface air

temperature, precipitation rate, vertical velocity, spe-

cific humidity, atmospheric circulation (via the meridi-

onal mass streamfunction), atmospheric and oceanic

heat transport (via the meridional mass fluxes), sea

surface temperature, and salinity.

Whereas LLGHG forcings are ubiquitously positive

and approximately interhemispherically symmetrical,

climate responses to aerosol radiative forcings are

driven by 1) a dependence on whether it arises from

scattering (radiative cooling tendency) or absorption

(radiative warming tendency), and 2) interhemispheri-

cally unequal aerosol loading arising from the domi-

nance of aerosol emissions sources in the Northern

Hemisphere (Fig. 1).

TABLE 2. Globalmean top-of-the-atmosphere radiative forcings (RF) and climate responses from isolated forcing scenarios. Changes in

surface air temperature (DSAT) and precipitation rate (DP) are computed as the difference between PI (1861–80) and PD (1981–2000)

conditions. The hydrological sensitivity (DP divided by DSAT) is also shown. Uncertainties are calculated as the adjusted standard error

accounting for temporal autocorrelation (and adjusted degrees of freedom) using a Student’s t test. All differences are found to be

significant (p�1; 0.05) except for organic carbon DSAT and DP.

Forcing scenario RF (Wm22) DSAT (K) DP (mmday21) DP (%) DP/DSAT (% K21)

Standard all-forcing 2.6 0.81 6 0.054 0.00 6 0.0033 — —

LLGHG 2.3 0.90 6 0.044 0.04 6 0.0026 1.40 1.56

Aerosol DRF 20.51 20.15 6 0.046 20.04 6 0.0041 21.39 9.27

Sulfate 21.1 20.26 6 0.029 20.02 6 0.0033 20.61 2.35

Black carbon 0.86 0.23 6 0.038 20.01 6 0.0028 20.34 21.48

Low black carbon 0.31 0.35 6 0.025 0.01 6 0.0024 0.25 0.71

Organic carbon 20.27 20.05 6 0.030 0.00 6 0.0023 — —

Aerosol indirect RF 22.4 20.58 6 0.087 20.05 6 0.0055 21.48 2.55
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a. Global mean thermal and hydrological responses

Table 2 lists the global mean surface air temperature

(DSAT) and precipitation (DP) changes for all of the

forcing scenarios considered, along with global mean

top-of-the-atmosphere radiative forcings (RF). For the

AF and LLGHG cases, we compute the stratosphere-

adjusted radiative forcing per Solomon et al. (2007),

with our estimates reasonably similar to those in the

IPCC. The global hydrological sensitivity (percent

change in precipitation per kelvin) is also computed.

The sign of global mean DSAT for all configurations

conforms to the sign of the forcing. For the AF scenario,

a net positive forcing yields a warming response, and for

the AER scenario (SUL 1 BC 1 OC), a net negative

forcing yields a cooling response. Global mean tem-

perature and precipitation responses for the OC forcing

experiment are insignificant using a Student’s t test, and

therefore its quantitative aspects are mostly neglected in

the analysis to follow, although their consistency with

the relatively larger forcings offers a confirmation of the

physics of the climate response.

The DSAT for AER is slightly more negative (20.15K)

than, but close to, a linear summation of the individual

responses to BC (0.23K), SUL (20.26K), and OC

(20.05K). Jones et al. (2007) also found a similarity in

the temperature responses to aerosols added individually

and taking the response to the combined aerosols’ forc-

ing. Both sulfate and black carbon aerosols yield a neg-

ative global mean change in precipitation from PI to PD

despite the opposite temperature changes (discussed

later.) Sulfate forcing decreases global precipitation by

0.61%, and black carbon forcing decreases global pre-

cipitation by 0.34%. Therefore, even though LLGHG

DSAT is significantly stronger than that attributable to

AER (aided by the partial canceling of opposing tem-

perature responses from absorbing and scattering aero-

sols; OC contribution is statistically insignificant), the

combined global mean DP from AER yields a response

that is comparable in magnitude, but almost exactly op-

posite, to LLGHG (11.40% for LLGHG and 21.39%

for AER). This highlights that the combined nature of

aerosol direct radiative effects on precipitation offsets the

effects of the LLGHGs on global mean precipitation; this

is to be contrasted with the aerosol species’ tendency to

offset one another in the thermal response. This latter

factor dilutes the net aerosol effect vis-à-vis anthropo-

genic greenhouse gas emissions.

The cloud brightening effect (AIE) represents an even

stronger influence of the scattering effects of aerosols

through alteration of the cloud albedo. The albedo en-

hancement effect has a global temperature response that

is slightly less than the LLGHG magnitude while, for

precipitation, the response is slightly more. This high-

lights the importance of the aerosol-induced cloud al-

bedo effect that, by itself, has the potential to rival the

LLGHG forcing effects over the twentieth century, con-

sistent with the forcing estimates presented by Forster

et al. (2007). It is noted that the cloud albedo effect used

in this model does not include other aerosol–cloud in-

teractions, such as the aerosol second indirect effect (the

effect on cloud lifetime; e.g., Lohmann and Feichter 2005;

Ming and Ramaswamy 2009); further, the AIE forcing is

on the upper end of estimates provided by the IPCCAR4

(Solomon et al. 2007) (Table 2).

The hydrological sensitivities vary across isolated

forcing scenario, as noted by Frieler et al. (2011). Values

are usually positive (more precipitation with warmer

temperatures or less precipitation with cooler temper-

atures), largely owing to the balance that is necessary

between the atmospheric longwave cooling (approxi-

mately proportional to the surface temperature) and

latent heating (proportional to precipitation) (e.g., Ming

et al. 2010). A notable exception is the case of black

carbon. This arises from the complex relationship be-

tween black carbon and its effect on the hydrological

cycle (e.g., Ming et al. 2010; Andrews et al. 2010). Black

FIG. 1. Present-day (model year 2000) annual and zonal mean

(top) emissions, (middle) burdens, and (bottom) TOA DRFs of

sulfate and black carbon.
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carbon enhances the direct radiative heating of the at-

mosphere while warming the surface. The surface warm-

ing, from the atmospheric energy balance viewpoint, tends

to increase the longwave cooling, and thus precipitation.

The atmospheric absorption, however, has the effect of

a decrease in precipitation under conditions of constant

longwave cooling. Thus, the presence of black carbon ex-

hibits opposing effects. In the BC experiment, the latter

effect outweighs the former, resulting in a net decrease in

the global mean precipitation.

Ming et al. (2010) demonstrate that the relative im-

portance of the two factors affecting atmospheric sta-

bility and precipitation varies with the vertical profile of

black carbon. In CM2.1, extensive vertical mixing from

the chemistry transport model leads to high black car-

bon concentrations in the free troposphere, and thus

a strong radiative forcing and atmospheric warming

tendency. In our BCL experiment, however, the global

mean precipitation response switches sign and becomes

positive. This is because when the black carbon is close

to the surface, the increased atmospheric absorption can

be returned to the surface by adjusting the sensible heat

flux exchange between the lowest atmospheric portion

and the surface. Thus, the suppressing effect on pre-

cipitation is greatly diminished. This is why the global

mean precipitation change becomes positive in BCL.

This result highlights the fact that the vertical profile has

an important bearing on the effect that black carbon

brings in to the total aerosol effect, and to the degree it

opposes or strengthens the sulfate-induced effects on

precipitation (Ban-Weiss et al. 2012).

As already mentioned, the individual scattering (SUL)

and absorbing (BC) aerosol global mean temperature

responses roughly cancel but the precipitation responses

do not. A small residual temperature response from

the aerosol-only scenario AER, and a relatively stronger

precipitation response for the same scenario, results in an

extremely high hydrological sensitivity (9.27%K21).

Thus, the combined aerosol effect in global precipitation

sensitivity would differ substantially from those of in-

dividual forcing components. However, this is different

from aerosol effects on regional hydrological aspects as

discussed below.

b. Zonal mean thermal, hydrological, and dynamical

responses

Because aerosol forcings exhibit strong variability in

their spatial distributions, it is more instructive to ana-

lyze zonal mean thermal, hydrological, and dynamical

responses. For example, Fig. 1 shows the sulfate and

black carbon annual and zonalmean emissions, burdens,

and forcings in the present day, highlighting a strong

asymmetry in hemispheric loading.

For purposes of clarity, we focus only on four cases

from the above. Specifically, we compare responses

between 1) opposite forcings with similar spatial distri-

butions (SUL versus BC responses) and 2) opposite

forcings with different spatial patterns (asymmetrical

AIE versus well-mixed LLGHG). These two pairings

constitute examples that enable a study of comparisons

and contrasts in climate responses involving the two

central points of this study: positive and negative NH

forcings, and interhemispheric asymmetry versus sym-

metry. We note that the zonal mean responses for the

additional aerosol configurations (BCL and OC) are

consistent with scenarios of the similar but stronger

aerosol forcings.

1) SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE

Figure 2 illustrates the zonal mean surface air tem-

perature responses to SUL, BC, AIE, and LLGHGs

from PI to PD. Zonal mean DSAT for all scenarios

follow a familiar pattern, with amplification in the polar

regions. The signs of the responses are generally con-

sistent with the signs of the forcings, and scenarios with

opposite forcings exhibit opposite temperature responses

on average, more so in the NH. The temperature changes

show a considerable interhemispheric temperature asym-

metry, with stronger responses in the NH relative to the

SH. An interhemispheric temperature asymmetry has

been considered as an index of climate change, and is

linked to changes in tropical precipitation and circulation

patterns (e.g., Hwang et al. 2013; Chiang and Friedman

2012; Friedman et al. 2013).

Zonal mean patterns are generally consistent with

Ramaswamy andChen (1997), Stouffer et al. (1989), and

Feichter et al. (2004). The relatively small temperature

FIG. 2. Zonal mean surface air temperature responses from

isolated forcing scenarios, computed as the difference between PI

(1861–80) and PD (1981–2000) conditions. Shaded areas show the

standard errors using a Student’s t test.
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responses south of 458S are due to the damping effect of

the Southern Ocean mixed layer, which is considerably

deeper than other oceans (Manabe and Stouffer 2007).

This explains why the magnitudes of the Southern Ocean

responses simulated with a mixed layer ocean version of

CM2.1 (Ming and Ramaswamy 2009) are much greater.

It is also interesting to note that the latitudes south of

458S become warmer even in the negative radiative

forcing cases (namely SUL and AIE). This is also found

in the sea surface temperature responses discussed later

in section 3c(1). Examination of individual ensemble

members and statistical testing suggests that these fea-

tures are likely robust. Possible explanations include

that the combined ocean–atmosphere heat transport

anomaly [discussed in section 3b(5)] warms the higher

SH latitudes, or that weakening westerly winds over the

SouthernOcean cause surface warming due to a reduced

latent heat flux and subsequent wind stress–induced

changes in ocean circulation [e.g., the opposite response

to LLGHGs as shown in Lu and Zhao (2012)]. More re-

search is needed to confidently assess the underlying cause.

Figures 3–6 illustrate the hydrological and dynamical

responses to SUL, BC, AIE, and LLGHG forcings. The

most striking features are the anticorrelations among

the responses to cases with opposite forcings particularly

in the lower latitudes (correlation coefficients provided

in the subsequent sections for specified comparisons).

For responses in precipitation, atmospheric circulation,

vertical velocity, specific humidity, and heat transport,

the locations of strong peak anomalies are at about the

same latitudes, with a contrast in the signs, but with

comparable magnitudes. This suggests that the meridi-

onal response patterns are strongly influenced by the

forcing sign.

2) PRECIPITATION

The largest precipitation changes occurmostly around

the equator (Fig. 3), consistent with previous studies

[e.g., Held and Soden (2006) for the LLGHGs; see also

Ming and Ramaswamy (2011)]. The latitudes of the

strong precipitation anomalies align approximately with

those of the vertical velocity anomalies (Fig. 4), such

FIG. 3. Zonal mean responses in (top) precipitation and (bottom) meridional mass streamfunction at 600mb

(1mb 5 1 hPa) from isolated forcing scenarios, computed as the difference between PI (1861–80) and PD (1981–

2000) conditions. PI zonally averaged annual mean fields are shown with the thin black curve with values on the

right-hand axis. Meridional mass streamfunction is defined as the vertically integrated northward mass flux at each

latitude from 600mb to the TOA, where positive values indicate counterclockwise circulation.
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that strong increases (decreases) in precipitation are

consistent with increases (decreases) in vertical velocity.

Both SUL andAIEDP (and vertical velocity) indicate

a shift in the ITCZ southward, whereas BC DP indicates

a shift in the ITCZ northward (Fig. 3). Forcings of

smaller but similar magnitudes also follow suit. Because

the majority of sulfur dioxide emitted and the resultant

sulfate aerosols are in the NH, there is a heating dif-

ferential created by a significant reduction in energy in

the NH that is absent in SH. This reduces the diabatic

heating in the NH, suppressing precipitation in the NH

but enhancing precipitation in the SH from hemispheric

continuity (e.g., Ramaswamy and Chen 1997). A recent

multimodel assessment of precipitation responses to

sulfate concludes that a shift in the ITCZ southward is

found across nearly all CMIP3 and CMIP5 models

(Hwang et al. 2013). AIE yields a similar, but enhanced,

behavior, consistent with Rotstayn et al. (2000), Rotstayn

andLohmann (2002), Feichter et al. (2004), andMing and

Ramaswamy (2009).

FIG. 4. Zonal mean responses in (left) specific humidity, (center) vertical velocity, and (right) meridional mass streamfunction from

isolated forcing scenarios, computed as the difference between PI (1861–80) and PD (1981–2000) conditions. PI zonally integrated annual

mean fields shown in overlying contours. Meridional mass streamfunction is defined as the vertically integrated northward mass flux at

each latitude from the pressure level to the TOA, where positive values indicate counterclockwise circulation.
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As discussed earlier, black carbon forcings affect

precipitation in opposing ways in the global mean.

However, black carbon suppression of precipitation, as

a consequence of the radiative heating tendency of the

atmosphere, is dominant. Hence both BC and SUL lead

to lower global mean precipitation, albeit for different

reasons. In the zonal mean, on the other hand, BC yields

a fairly opposite precipitation response to SUL, espe-

cially prominent near the equator. This indicates that

circulation changes in the two cases—which can be

thought of, at least to the first order, as anticorrelated

(r2 5 0.85) [see section 3b(4)]—play a crucial role in

determining the local precipitation responses. This re-

sult can also be found in Yoshimori and Broccoli (2008).

Because the precipitation responses occur mostly around

the equator—a region already under strong control of

moist convection—it is likely that any effect on local

stability due to black carbon’s presence would be subtle.

Erlick et al. (2006) suggest that in the case of shortwave

absorbing aerosols, heating at the altitude of the low

clouds enhances the convection in the tropics, leading

to a decrease in atmospheric stability, whereas the

midlatitudes are characterized by stronger stability and

suppressed precipitation. Although our results show

that black carbon shifts the ITCZ northward, the mag-

nitude of increased precipitation in the NH is less than

the magnitude of decreased precipitation by sulfate,

despite similar surface air temperature responses of

similar magnitude (Figs. 2 and 3).

FIG. 5. Zonally integrated responses in (top) atmospheric and (bottom) oceanic heat transport from isolated

forcing scenarios, computed as the difference between PI (1861–80) and PD (1981–2000) conditions. PI zonally

integrated annual mean fields shown in thin black curve with values on the right-hand axis. Heat transport is defined

as the meridional mass heat flux, where positive values indicate northward transport.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for total heat transport.
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Our BC results are in agreement with Chung et al.

(2002), who found a substantial dynamical response in

South Asia to absorbing aerosols, a northward shift of

the ITCZ, enhanced precipitation in South Asia, and

reduced precipitation elsewhere to compensate; and with

Roberts and Jones (2004), Wang (2004), and Mahajan

et al. (2013), who also found a northward shift of the

ITCZ with a black carbon forcing. The BC zonal mean

DP is also in agreement with Chung and Seinfeld (2005).

Overall, the anticorrelated DP (r25 0.41 in the tropics—

from 308S to 308N) for SUL and BC [consistent with

Yoshimori and Broccoli (2008)] highlights the signifi-

cance of the sign of the forcing in governing the pattern

of changes north and south of the equator, with con-

sideration of the additional complexity arising from

black carbon.

To assess the significance of the interhemispheric

forcing asymmetry, we examine the response to the

spatially uniform LLGHG forcing (Fig. 3). While the

responses mainly occur around the equator as well,

LLGHG DP is interhemispherically symmetrical [con-

sistent with the mean climate and Held and Soden

(2006)], in complete contrast to the aerosol forcing cases.

While the LLGHG andAIE DP appear as anticorrelated

(r25 0.52), the strong dipole-like pattern of an increase in

precipitation just south of the equator in the AIE case

coupled with a decrease in precipitation south of the

equator does not have a parallel in the LLGHG case,

where the pattern is more symmetrical immediately

about the equator. The interhemispheric asymmetry in

DP for the AIE case with a dipole-like structure is ap-

proximately akin to the responses seen from the direct

forcing by SUL and BC, with increases in precipitation in

one hemisphere coupled with decreases in the other

around the equator, therefore underscoring the signifi-

cance of the interhemispheric forcing asymmetry in de-

termining the equatorial precipitation responses.

3) VERTICAL VELOCITY AND SPECIFIC HUMIDITY

Changes in vertical velocity and specific humidity in

the tropics for the aerosol and LLGHG forcing scenar-

ios are illustrated in Fig. 4. Vertical velocity responses

are characterized by amultipole structure, with anomaly

patterns that are mostly anticorrelated with comparable

magnitudes for both forcing scenario pairings. The in-

fluence of interhemispheric asymmetry is still noticeable

for the vertical velocity responses, but the influence of

the sign of the forcing in governing anomaly patterns is

most evident. It is clear, however, that both forcing sign

and interhemispheric asymmetry influence the specific

humidity responses. Negative forcings decrease specific

humidity, and positive forcings increase specific hu-

midity, consistent with the canonical climate model

result that relative humidity is approximately constant in

climate change scenarios (Held and Soden 2006). The

specific humidity responses are practically mirror im-

ages between SUL andBC. Because of interhemispheric

asymmetry, the aerosol configurations have responses

that are skewed toward the NH, in contrast to LLGHG,

which is symmetric about the equator.

4) ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

Responses in the meridional atmospheric circulation

yield quantitative insights into the significance of the

sign of the forcing, and further amplify the inference

concerning the interhemispheric forcing asymmetry

(Figs. 3 and 4). SUL and BC forcings influence Hadley

cell circulation in contrasting ways. SUL strengthens the

ascending branch of the SHmeridional mass circulation,

andweakens the ascending branch of theNHmeridional

mass circulation. This is consistent with precipitation

increases in the SH equatorial region, precipitation de-

creases in the NH, and a southward shift of the ITCZ.

For BC forcings, on the other hand, the ascending branch

in the NH is enhanced while the ascending branch in the

SH is reduced. This is consistent with increased pre-

cipitation in the NH, decreased precipitation in the SH,

and a northward shift of the ITCZ. These results are in

agreement with Yoshimori and Broccoli (2008), and

consistent with Hwang et al. (2013) for SUL and Roberts

and Jones (2004), Wang (2004), and Chung and Seinfeld

(2005) for BC. Furthermore, SUL forcing strengthens

the Hadley cell circulation in the boreal winter, and

weakens it during the boreal summer (not shown). BC

forcing yields the opposite response: a stronger sum-

mertime circulation and a weaker wintertime circulation.

While there are cross-equatorial mirror patterns of

tropical atmospheric circulation between scattering and

absorbing aerosols (r2 5 0.85), the well-mixed LLGHG

forcing does not influence the circulation in nearly the

same manner, or nearly as much, as all three aerosol

configuration cases (Fig. 4), also seen in Yoshimori and

Broccoli (2008) for carbon dioxide forcing. Circulation

responses to aerosol forcings are therefore likely driven

by the strong forcing asymmetry between the hemi-

spheres, with the sign of the equatorial anomalies de-

pending on the sign of the forcing. It is thus likely that

the sign and magnitude of the temperature gradient

between the NH and SH are governing the response,

and are more germane than the identity of the forcing

agent itself. Because this asymmetry is absent forLLGHG,

the cross-equatorial circulation responses are not as

strongly delineated. In summary, SUL andBCcirculation

responses are almost mirror opposites, and the LLGHG

case shows little effect on the cross-equatorial circulation.

For the responses shown in Fig. 4—specific humidity,
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vertical velocity, and circulation—the AIE case is a

stronger version of sulfate DRF responses in almost

every respect [although there are some differences

which are discussed in section 3b(5)], further suggesting

the importance of the sign and magnitude of the spatial

forcing.

5) HEAT TRANSPORT

Evaluation of the meridional heat [or moist static

energy (MSE)] transport provides a quantification of the

energetics of the response to aerosol forcings. The at-

mospheric and oceanic meridional fluxes are computed

approximately by integrating the top-of-the-atmosphere

and surface energy flux difference and the surface en-

ergy flux, respectively. Admittedly, this approach is less

satisfactory for the ocean than for the atmosphere as the

change in oceanic heat storage may not be negligible.

Yet, as discussed later, it gives rise to results that are

broadly consistent with those of Cai et al. (2006) and

Cowan and Cai (2013) based on explicit flux calculation.

This leads us to believe that our approach may be rea-

sonably accurate. Note that the energy transport across

the equator is in the direction of the upper branch of the

Hadley cell because the MSE in the upper branch is

higher than that in the lower branch (Held 2001; Hill

et al. 2014).

Using a coupled global climate model enables sepa-

rating of atmospheric and oceanic heat transport re-

sponses to aerosol forcings, an important aspect of their

climate impact that has not been explored fully. The

results are illustrated in Fig. 5, and indicate how the

responses to forcings of different signs are generally

opposite to each other. Positive forcing scenarios (BC

and LLGHG) generally strengthen atmospheric pole-

ward transport in each hemisphere, while negative

forcing scenarios (SUL and AIE) generally weaken at-

mospheric poleward transport outside the tropics in

each hemisphere. Ocean heat transport responses gen-

erally oppose those seen in the atmosphere for the AIE

and LLGHGs, although this is less true for AIE because

the transport is northward in the atmosphere and ocean

in the SH tropics.

SUL and BC responses in the atmosphere and ocean

are anticorrelated (r2 5 0.86 for atmosphere and r2 5

0.68 for ocean). A key difference between aerosol and

LLGHG responses is that the aerosol cases exhibit

a strong cross-equatorial heat flux, whereas the LLGHG

case does not. For the aerosol cases, both the atmosphere

and ocean transport heat across the equator in the same

direction but with the aerosol forcing sign determining

the direction. Therefore the net heat transport, shown in

Fig. 6, shows a considerable cross-equatorial heat flux.

The cross-equatorial heat fluxes are northward for

negative aerosol forcings (redistributing heat to the NH

where temperatures are reduced) and southward for

positive aerosol forcings (redistributing excess heat to

the SH). This is in agreement with the expectation that

excess positive energy in one hemisphere drives energy

transport to the other hemisphere, and is accompanied

by a concurrent shift in the ITCZ toward the hemisphere

with more positive energy as shown in Fig. 3 (Williams

et al. 2001; Wang 2004; Kang et al. 2008; Frierson and

Hwang 2012; Mahajan et al. 2013; Hwang et al. 2013).

The net heat transport response peaks in the tropics

for the aerosol cases, as opposed to in the midlatitudes

for LLGHGs [which follows the well-known meridional

heat transport field shown in Fig. 6, also in Held and

Soden (2006)]. While the negative AIE forcing also gives

rise to northward cross-equatorial heat fluxes in both the

atmosphere and ocean, the AIE and the SUL cases show

notable differences at other latitudes; an example is the

much stronger oceanic heat divergence poleward of 458S

in the AIE case. Furthermore, the aerosol DRF cases

perturb heat transport in the atmosphere and ocean in

similar ways, whereas this is not the case for the AIE

scenario, where the oceanic heat transport response does

not follow the atmospheric transport in terms of sign; in

the SH, the ocean transports heat southward while the

atmosphere transports heat northward. In the NH, the

atmosphere and oceans reverse roles, with the atmo-

sphere transporting heat southward while the oceans

transport heat northward. Aside from the magnitude of

the cross-equatorial heat flux, the AIE case is almost

a mirror opposite of the LLGHG case for both atmo-

spheric and oceanic transports, supported by correlation

coefficients of r2 5 0.87 for the atmospheric heat trans-

ports and r2 5 0.81 for oceanic heat transports.

The difference in aerosol direct and indirect oceanic

responses may be due to the spatial distributions of the

two forcings differing in terms of land–ocean contrast.

Marine clouds, which are prevalent, enhance the indirect

effect, but mask DRF over the ocean. Thus, in this sense,

AIEmay be more capable of forcing the ocean than SUL

DRF, thus giving rise to different oceanic responses.

The SUL and AER results are consistent with the

findings of Cai et al. (2006), which show northward

cross-equatorial heat flow in the oceans when the NH is

dominated by cooling aerosols. There is therefore

a consistency emerging from different models regarding

the robust influence of aerosols on ocean heat transport.

The cross-equatorial heat flux attributable to inter-

hemispherically asymmetrical forcings has also been

discussed before (Ramaswamy and Chen 1997; Kang

et al. 2008; Ming and Ramaswamy 2011; Friedman et al.

2013), mainly in the context of an atmospheric model

being coupled to a mixed-layer ocean model.
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The significance of using a coupled climate model with

a full ocean is demonstrated in this study, because it re-

veals the importance of the ocean in redistributing heat in

addition to the atmosphere, especially for aerosol forc-

ings. This cannot be deduced using a mixed-layer ocean

model. Furthermore, because the magnitudes of the heat

transport responses for the aerosols are similar for both

the atmospheric and oceanic components, the ocean in

fact is more perturbed than the atmosphere. This is be-

cause in the mean climate state, the atmosphere trans-

ports 2–3 times more heat than the ocean outside of the

tropics (Fig. 5) (e.g., Marshall and Plumb 2008).

c. Oceanic responses

To take advantage of the full ocean model, we cal-

culate responses of additional ocean variables (sea sur-

face temperature and surface salinity) to scattering and

absorbing aerosol isolated forcings. We restrict consid-

erations to the SUL and BC scenarios. Figure 7 shows

the spatial responses in SST and surface salinity for SUL

and BC isolated forcing scenarios.

1) SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE

SUL and BC generally yield opposite SST changes

(DSST), especially in the NH. The strongest cooling

responses to SUL are found in the NH, consistent with

Williams et al. (2001). BC yields warming responses in

the tropics and subtropics, but with a stronger response

in the NH. A notable exception is the Labrador Sea,

which warms in SUL but cools in BC. This is because

the overall cooling in SUL (warming in BC) leads to

a strengthening (weakening) of the Atlantic meridional

overturning circulation (AMOC). The physical mecha-

nisms are similar to those discussed in the context of

global warming (increased input of freshwater) (e.g.,

Manabe and Stouffer 2007).

Rotstayn et al. (2000) use an atmospheric model with

prescribed SSTs to show that equatorial precipitation

shifts southward in the presence of the aerosol indirect

effect, and hypothesize that it is caused by the in-

terhemispheric asymmetry in the cooling of SSTs. Sim-

ilarly, Williams et al. (2001) use an atmospheric model

with a slab ocean to show that cooling in the NH high

latitudes from the aerosol indirect effect yields an SST

gradient that causes a southward shift in the ITCZ. Our

analysis of changes in DSST from the SUL experiment,

with the inclusion of a full ocean, supports these results

of how negative forcings predominantly in the NH im-

pact SST. We find that the SSTs in the NH are cooled

more so than that of the SH (Fig. 7), introducing a

cooling gradient that can influence precipitation.

FIG. 7. Annual mean responses in (left) SST and (right) salinity from isolated forcing scenarios, computed as the

difference between PI (1861–80) and PD (1981–2000) conditions.
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2) SURFACE SALINITY

Surface salinity is related to the net flux of precipitation

and evaporation. For example, if precipitation increases

in a region, the ocean surface will become fresher, and

salinity will decrease. If, on the other hand, precipitation

decreases, the ocean surface salinity will increase. Thus,

any change in the surface salinity can be thought of, to the

first order, as driven by the net change in precipitation

minus evaporation (P2 E). Since precipitation has more

structure than evaporation, the former is more important

for determining the spatial distribution of the simulated

surface salinity change.

The main precipitation changes for SUL and BC are

found in the tropics, where SUL shifts the ITCZ south-

ward and BC shifts the ITCZ northward (Fig. 3). SUL

zonal DP therefore shows an increase in precipitation

south of the equator and a decrease in precipitation north

of the equator. Figure 7 shows that, for SUL, the surface

ocean salinity indeed responds with a decrease in salinity

south of the equator (seen in the Pacific and Atlantic

Ocean basins) and an increase in salinity north of the

equator (seen in the Pacific and Indian Ocean basins). BC

yields the opposite results. BC zonal DP shows a decrease

in precipitation south of the equator and an increase in

precipitation north of the equator (Fig. 3). The surface

ocean salinity responds with an increase in salinity south

of the equator (seen in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean

basins) and a decrease in salinity north of the equator

(seen in the Pacific Ocean basin) (Fig. 7).

Opposing scattering and absorbing aerosols’ salinity

responses that correspond to precipitation responses are

also found in the Arctic. SUL increases the salinity in the

Arctic, whereas BC decreases the salinity in the Arctic

(Fig. 7). This is a reflection of the decreased (increased)

precipitation in the Arctic for SUL (BC), shown in Fig. 3.

Further, salty bodies of water in the subtropics—such as

theMediterranean Sea—are particularly influenced by the

aerosol forcings. SUL decreases the salinity in these seas

around 0.5psu, while BC considerably increases the sa-

linity by almost 1psu (mean salinity climatology is around

40psu in the Mediterranean Sea). A thermodynamic ar-

gument put forward in Held and Soden (2006) indicates

thatP2Ewould decrease in the subtropics in response to

global warming. As shown in Ming and Ramaswamy

(2011), aerosol cooling would lead to the opposite effect,

namely an increase inP2E in the subtropics. The salinity

results appear to be consistent, at least qualitatively, with

the thermodynamic control of P 2 E.

4. Conclusions

This study has investigated the preindustrial to present-

day thermal, hydrological, and dynamical atmospheric

and oceanic responses to a comprehensive set of isolated

forcing simulations, which enable the individual effects of

scattering and absorbing aerosols (and the indirect effect)

to be compared within the same model and also to the

effects of long-lived greenhouse gases. While climate

responses to aerosols have been analyzed in previous

studies to varying degrees, the majority of earlier work

has been done with atmospheric models coupled to sim-

ple slab ocean models. We therefore employ a coupled

ocean–atmosphere model to parse out atmospheric and

oceanic responses to scattering and absorbing aerosols.

One unique aspect of this study is focusing separately on

the responses of atmospheric and oceanic meridional

heat transport to aerosol forcing.

The analysis reveals the particular importance of

1) the sign of the radiative forcing, 2) the spatial distri-

bution of the forcing, and 3) the response of the ocean in

addition to the atmosphere.We find that aerosol climate

response patterns (e.g., cross-equatorial precipitation,

circulation, and heat transport) are governed by the

sign and magnitude of the aerosol forcing and its in-

terhemispheric forcing asymmetry, introducing a con-

sistent anticorrelation in responses amongst scattering

and absorbing aerosols, and unique responses specific to

aerosols that differ from that of LLGHGs.

Sulfate and black carbon—two prominent anthro-

pogenic scattering and absorbing aerosol species,

respectively—have similar forcing distributions with

opposite signs, and have consistently opposite climate

responses. Sulfate (black carbon) is generally cooling

(warming), shifts the ITCZ southward (northward),

weakens (strengthens) the summertime Hadley cell,

strengthens (weakens) the wintertime Hadley cell, trans-

ports heat northward (southward) across the equator,

and strengthens (weakens) the AMOC. Using the

model simulations, we highlight a strong evidence of

a contrast in equatorial precipitation, circulation, ver-

tical velocity, atmospheric and oceanic heat transport,

sea surface temperature, and salinity responses to

scattering and absorbing aerosols. The additional aerosol

cases employed (scattering for AIE and OC, and ab-

sorbing for BCL) corroborate these findings.

It is important to note, however, that black carbon

warming of the surface versus radiative heating of the

atmosphere yields opposing global mean precipitation

responses that are partially offsetting, dependent on the

vertical profile of the absorbing aerosols. Black carbon

at lower elevations increases surface temperature and

precipitation as compared to black carbon at higher el-

evations. While hydrological responses to black carbon

forcings are weakened by opposing processes in the at-

mosphere and at the surface and are to some extent

dependent on the aerosol vertical profile, zonal mean
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responses still mirror that of sulfate. The conclusion that

thermal and hydrological responses to black carbon are

sensitive to the elevation of the aerosols is also dem-

onstrated by the modeling study of Ban-Weiss et al.

(2012). This sensitivity for black carbon aerosol direct

forcing does not arise for the scattering sulfate aerosol.

While LLGHG responses mostly appear to mirror

responses to the aerosol indirect effect—which we at-

tribute to opposite forcing signs and an enhancement of

the AIE forcing over oceans—there are key differences

in responses to LLGHGs compared to the aerosol re-

sponses, resulting from the different spatial distributions

of forcing. LLGHGs are well mixed, yielding radia-

tive forcings that are globally uniform with little in-

terhemispheric asymmetry. Aerosol radiative forcings

are asymmetrically distributed, and mainly concen-

trated in the Northern Hemisphere. Comparing re-

sponse patterns from all of the aerosol configuration

cases to that from the LLGHG case highlights the sig-

nificance of the interhemispheric aerosol forcing asym-

metry, and allows for detection of a distinct aerosol

signature in climate responses.

For precipitation, LLGHG responses are fairly sym-

metrical about the equator, whereas aerosols increase

precipitation in the tropics of one hemisphere and de-

crease precipitation in the tropics of the other hemi-

sphere. For atmospheric circulation, LLGHGs weakly

influence Hadley cell circulation in the annual mean,

although there is some evidence of opposing circulations

on each side of the equator that likely relates to the

typical ‘‘enhanced equatorial warming’’ (Liu et al. 2005).

On the other hand, aerosols considerably strengthen the

ascending branch of circulation in one hemisphere, and

weaken the ascending branch in the other hemisphere.

For heat transport, LLGHGs do not yield a significant

cross-equatorial energy flux, whereas aerosols force both

the atmosphere and ocean to redistribute heat across the

equator. The general characteristics of the responses to

the globally symmetric and interhemispherically asym-

metric forcings follow that studied earlier in different

contexts (Manabe and Broccoli 1985; Taylor and Penner

1994; Ramaswamy and Chen 1997; Rotstayn et al. 2000;

Chiang and Friedman 2012; Friedman et al. 2013). Fur-

ther, the contrast in the responses between the LLGHGs

and aerosols has a consistency with the Last Glacial

Maximum’s NH ice sheet responses on the global climate

studied by Manabe and Broccoli (1985).

Although aerosols distinctly affect the climate in

different ways than LLGHGs—attributed to the strong

interhemispheric forcing asymmetry exhibited by

aerosols—detecting aerosol’s contribution to climate

change is difficult because the individual forcings and

responses of aerosol components are opposite and

operating simultaneously. Indeed, the total aerosol DRF

scenario (AER) yields climate responses that generally

follow the characteristics of sulfate (SUL), but are con-

siderably weakened by the contribution of black carbon

(BC) responses. Therefore, it is likely that the canceling

out of strong individual aerosol climate responses is

concealing the actual attribution of individual aerosols to

climate change.

There is a broad agreement in the commonality of the

spatial pattern of the LLGHGs’ and aerosols’ temper-

ature and precipitation responses between Xie et al.

(2013) and our simulations. However, the dipole-like

structure of the zonal-mean precipitation responses just

north and south of the equator for the aerosol cases

appears to be more pronounced in our results. The dif-

fering features of the dipole-like structure around the

equator in precipitation arising for aerosols and less so

for the LLGHG case are likely dependent on the aerosol

characteristics in the model simulations. The two mod-

eling studies differ in their aerosol representations, and

separate aerosol forcing (absorbing and scattering) runs

as performed in this study are needed to infer that the

dipole is a physical manifestation.

An additional finding from this study is that oceanic

heat transport is greatly perturbed by aerosol forcings,

and is perturbed more so than that of the atmosphere.

Thus, the climate change problem in terms of heat

transports in each hemisphere can be investigated in

completion only by using a coupled global climate

model with a full ocean, in contrast to a mixed layer.

Using CM2.1, we find that there is a significant cross-

equatorial energy flux established in both the atmo-

sphere and the ocean from the aerosol forcings, and both

the atmosphere and ocean are transporting heat across

the equator in the same direction. Our results are con-

sistent with the findings of Cowan and Cai (2013), which

show a substantial aerosol influence on ocean heat re-

distribution, although they also found that the effect of

Asian aerosols was small.

Further investigation of ocean responses to aerosols

shows that scattering and absorbing aerosols perturb sea

surface temperature and surface salinity in opposite

ways. Aerosol influence on the sea surface temperature

provides insight into the strengthening or weakening

of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, with

the aerosol influence on salinity accompanying approx-

imately the precipitation responses.

Comparisons to previous studies for aerosol effects on

dynamical properties are limited (e.g., Roberts and Jones

2004; Frieler et al. 2011). While most studies focus on

climate responses to greenhouse gases and/or aerosols

(e.g., Frierson and Hwang 2012; Cowan and Cai 2013),

few (e.g., Yoshimori and Broccoli 2008) isolate the
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individual aerosol responses in the climate system, and

especially relating to the circulation features. Randles

and Ramaswamy (2008) discuss the contrast in re-

sponses to the presence of scattering versus absorbing

aerosols in the Asian region, showing that changes in

temperature, cloud distributions at different heights,

and precipitation all depend on the sign of the aerosol

forcing. However, the results were in the context of an

atmospheric general circulation model forced by pre-

scribed sea surface temperature.

Yoshimori and Broccoli (2008) and Ming and

Ramaswamy (2011) analyze thermal, hydrological, and

dynamical responses to aerosol and greenhouse gas forc-

ings using a mixed-layer ocean version of the GFDL at-

mospheric model, version 2.1 (AM2.1; the atmospheric

component of CM2.1). We find that the major differences

in responses (from the full ocean) occur in the Southern

Ocean temperature response and, as expected, the ability

to partition the total heat transport response between the

atmosphere and ocean. Shifts in the ITCZand responses in

the meridional streamfunction remain consistent. This

study, performed with a well-recognized coupled climate

model with a full ocean, is an initial step toward un-

derstanding how different types of aerosol forcings (scat-

tering, absorbing, and indirect effects) influence dynamical

climate features in both the atmosphere and ocean.

We use a simplified treatment of aerosol distributions

and optics as a means to isolate climate responses from

scattering versus absorbing aerosols. Mixing state as-

sumptions (e.g., sulfate and black carbon existing as in-

ternal mixtures), in particular, can significantly affect

climate responses. Chung and Seinfeld (2005) find that

the global mean temperature response from black car-

bon, when internally mixed with sulfate, almost doubles.

An extrapolation to cases when aerosols are considered

as internal mixtures could yield a first-order estimate by

considering a linear sum of the sulfate DRF and black

carbon DRF cases. Nonlinearity is an issue, however,

because the addition of forcings yields such an effect in

the case ofmixtures (Ocko et al. 2012), and therefore the

responses would as well. However, a linear aggregation

would lead to the conclusion that the circulation and

heat transport responses would be intermediate be-

tween the black carbon and sulfate. A more complex

problemwould arise when the full gamut of the aerosol–

cloud interaction (Denman et al. 2007) is considered,

with a likely considerable sensitivity to cloud–aerosol

microphysics treatments and other model parameteri-

zations (Golaz et al. 2011). Lastly, our results are model

dependent. Studies have shown that the tropical re-

sponse to interhemispherically asymmetrical forcings is

dependent on model parameterizations and model-

simulated cloud feedbacks (e.g., Kang et al. 2008).
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